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This is Volume I of the long-awaited second edition of the 'bible' and expert guide to
deploying, using, and managing IBM DataPower Gateway Appliances. The authors present

DataPower information and insights that are available nowhere else.2. In this book, a group of
leading experts show how to make the the majority of DataPower appliances in virtually any IT

environment. DataPower appliances can simplify deployment, reinforce protection, enhance
performance, and dramatically improve profits on return for many use situations, such as mobile,
Web, API, legacy, cloud, and SOA/Web Services. Up to date for firmware v7. Writing for working
architects, administrators, developers, and protection specialists, they attract extensively on the

deep encounter, helping IBM customers make use of DataPower technologies to resolve
challenging system integration complications. The Handbook begins by introducing the

explanation for devices and explaining how DataPower devices work from network, protection,
and other perspectives. Next, the authors sort out installation and configuration. Subsequent

volumes will dive deep into areas including network construction, development, security,
appliance management, and problem determination. This second edition contains invaluable
brand-new sections on virtual home appliances, performance, the most recent generation of

equipment and firmware, in addition to comprehensive improvements to the initial edition
content.
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practices and insight unavailable elsewhere A couple weeks ago, I read through this near
900-page text message in preparation for the task I am currently resulting in move my customer
from proprietary software program built in-house to a suite of WebSphere branded products
that includes DataPower. Old Evaluations are misrepresenting the brand new reserve. It gives
just the right depth of insight both from a technical and business case perspective- it provides
a level of understanding concerning allow those with high level knowledge of the technical
architecture to leverage Datapower's flexibility.While I extolled the benefits that vendor
neutrality provided another IBM Press text, "Business Master Data Management: An SOA
Approach to Managing Core Information" (see my review), what the authors provide here is
intended to focus on DataPower, and extra non-IBM background material is provided to both
those not used to this space and the ones who need to get acquainted with this contexts in
which DataPower may apply.My focus was in the DataPower XI50 integration appliance,
although this text message also covers the XA35 entry level product and the XS40 security
appliance. The Chapter 1 introduction to home appliances and the DataPower family members
outshines all the presentations found easily via search engines, including those from IBM, and
the protection of DataPower setup, construction, networking, services, management, and
security literally starts from square one. The very best practices and insight you will not find from
any additional printed materials is what sets this book apart.. As the scope of the project
finished up changing to exclude work on DataPower, the history that this publication provided
was immensely precious in getting an understanding of the client item environment from both an
architecture perspective and an in-the-trenches development perspective. These reviews
correspond to the IBM WebSphere DataPower SOA Applience Handbook . Well recommended..
ISBN-13: 978-0-13-714819-6 ISBN-10: 0-13-714819-4 ... As a system admin, i've actually used
it so much i have damaged the binding.There's some valuable parts in here in defining some of
the providers that IBM's RedBook documentation glances over that help the broader
knowledge of the appliances. Setup .and they usually are, despite the fact that the book is
primarily for Application developers rather than system admins. Which has 192 web pages 2
edition (October 13, 2014)ISBN-10: 0990907600ISBN-13: 978-0990907602Those reviews
certainly are a misrepresentation of the brand new book which indeed is usually a DataPower
Quick Tour and covers a minimal configuration.. I favor books like the primary IBM WebSphere
DataPower SOA Applience Handbook .. ISBM-13: 978-0-13-714819-6 ISBN-10:
0-13-714819-4 DataPower book is crucial! I highly recommend getting this publication. Good
stuff.). Good Reserve for DataPower Appliances There are numerous chapters in the book
categorizing the topics and explained obviously. I reference the GUI instruction...then double
check right here to see if instructions are any more detailed... Which has 913 webpages and is
a very good book. I'm working on an extended term Datapower integration task in a QA /
business application testing capability with among the authors of the book.. The critiques here
for the older volume are applicable to the suite of books that is now split into.I've tabs sticking
out everywhere from VERY IMPORTANT webpages. We purchased this book as soon as it was
published since we were currently developing applications on an XI50 and were looking for
some good, practical information. done well, excellent insight!. The authors have done a great
job of describing the features and efficiencies of Datapower home appliances.Prior to reading
this text, I read through other materials such as for example Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the IBM
RedBooks series "IBM WebSphere DataPower SOA Appliances", but even though IBM RedBooks
provide valuable information, and I regularly reference both IBM product manuals and IBM
RedBooks while working with all of those other WebSphere branded suite of products being



used for this particular project, such as for example WebSphere Message Broker Toolkit and
WebSphere Transformation Extender Design Studio, I find this book much more useful for
DataPower. Well done! Three Stars good Best technical book i've read As integration of huge
disparate systems become more necessary, home appliances like DataPower are more of a
participant in the market. This book could very well be the most well crafted technical reserve
i've seen. It's exceptional at a number of amounts, from intro to advanced. Five Stars Great
DataPower resource. Good stuff. You can see the hand of Colt & Bill in this book. Among the
authors was working with us and suggested it (of course! I've found this book to be
continuously useful as we update application components and program components. That is
must to possess publication for DP admin or developers.
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